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Centric Telecom Acquires PTI Communications

Centric Telecom has announced that it has acquired PTI Communications, a family-owned and
operated company providing business VoIP communication solutions, Zultys and ESI on-
premise telephone systems, and complete voice/data/video/fiber cable installation services
throughout the Washington D.C. Metropolitan area for more than three decades.

MCLEAN, Va. (PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- Centric Telecom has announced that it has acquired PTI
Communications, a family-owned and operated company providing business VoIP communication solutions,
Zultys and ESI on-premise telephone systems, and complete voice/data/video/fiber cable installation services
throughout the Washington D.C. Metropolitan area for more than three decades.

For the past 13 years, Centric Telecom has been a leading provider of telecommunications products, services,
and solutions. As a full-service telecommunications firm providing VoIP services, Centric hosted PBX and SIP
phone lines plus Zultys, ESI, and Toshiba communication solutions, Centric serves the Northern Virginia,
Maryland, and Washington, D.C., metro areas. The Centric Telecom team features outstanding customer
service with manufacturer certified technicians who are highly skilled at assisting customers with their telecom
requirements.

Larry Dressel, president of Centric Telecom, said, "This is a great day for our customers, employees, and
partners. With our broad portfolio of product and service offerings, and well-known passion for meeting the
needs of our customers, we are thrilled to acquire PTI Communications, a fine company with a 30-year history.
As we look to the future, Centric Telecom will continue to provide customers with innovative solutions, solid
customer support, as well as top quality service."

About Centric Telecom

Since 2004, Centric Telecom has been a leading telecommunications company, serving Northern Virginia,
Maryland, Washington, D.C., and clients located throughout the United States. From new phone systems and
voice/data cabling to cloud based applications and hosted VoIP, Centric remains a valuable resource for
streamlined telecommunications products.

Conceived and built by professionals with more than a combined 200 years in the telecommunications industry,
Centric Telecom’s goal is to be a one-stop shop for local business’ telecommunications needs. Centric
Telecom’s McLean-based Support Engineers are industry renowned as the most highly trained and helpful
professionals in the business communications market. These communications experts are dedicated to
providing rapid, knowledgeable responses and permanent resolution to ensure customers are getting the most
from their communications.

Centric Telecom takes pride in providing “future proof” solutions. With their hosted VoIP systems, there’s no
need to worry about changing technology. Upgrades are simple, included, and occur automatically. Their
hosted solutions “survive” outages such as power and internet. Centric Telecom is known for achieving the
highest standards of ethics and integrity, while exceeding client expectations.

For more information about the company, please visit http://centrictel.com/.
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Contact Information
Josh Fertel
River City Marketing, LLC
+1 703-218-1750

Larry Dressel
Centric Telecom
http://www.centrictel.com
703-321-7110

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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